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The world of literary critical discourse is governed

by one central imperative: to expound. Every point

must be developed, every quote “parsed”, every

nuance and inflection (whether of tone, dialect, or

syntax) “unpacked” to find a maximum density of

critical material. This is an industry that thrives on

complexity, with the assumed premise that (usually)

great works of literary art (though “greatness” or

“privilege” are now much debated, and do not hold

the currency they once did) are “complex

organisms”, in need of a specialist’s expert

appraisal. Whether it is a Deconstructionist or a

Formalist reading, we can generally expect complex reactions and complex

schematizations, and essential simplicity and simplistic reactions to be avoided

like the plague.

How strange, then, to hear Paul Padgette make the following remark about

Gertrude Stein’s Tender Buttons (TB) in the New York Review of Books: “You either

get it or you don’t.” The breathtakingly blunt simplicity of this statement cuts right

to the central critical crux that runs through the bulk of what has been written

about TB; can it be criticized (as in, expounded upon) or can it not? Those that do

engage in criticism of TB almost always do so within some contextual framework:

Stein-as-Cubist, Stein-as-feminist, Stein-as-language manipulator. Others, like

Padgette, are reduced by the extreme opacity of Stein’s text to a bare assertion that

the text is too hermetic to be “parsed” in the normal way. It is interesting to note

that the “dissidents” (as opposed to the “contextualists”) are often great fans of TB

(as Padgette is), but evidently believe that the work either holds some “ineffable

essence” or else must be read, first-hand, to be appreciated. That Stein’s fans

(literary critics, no less), would lobby against critical discourse is a tribute both to

the power and the singularity of her work.

The contextualists have a problem, too. Because TB is determinedly non-

referential, any attempt at contextualization must also be rooted in an

acknowledgment that the work is beyond a single contextual interpretation. As

Christopher Knight noted in a 1991 article, “One can locate it in the long history of

nonsense literature…in the French Cubist movement…in the Anglo-American

tradition of literary modernism…and in that relatively new artistic order— the

post-modern.” What is so baffling to literary critics is that, more often than not,

one cannot “turn to the text” in order to verify these kinds of assertions. TB’s sense
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(or non-sense) is determined largely by who happens to be reading it; it is extreme

enough to stymie but not as extreme as, say, Finnegan’s Wake, which by general

consensus need only be touched by Joyce specialists. Simply put, there is enough

sense in TB to make an attempt at locating it, but not enough so that any stated

“location” could be feasible to large numbers of critics or readers. Thus, to this day,

the pattern holds; dissidents argue against interpretation (and for first-hand

experience), contextualists argue (with foreknowledge of “defeat”, in the sense that

no contextual argument about TB in almost a century has seemed to “stick”) for a

specialized interpretation. As Christopher Knight concludes, TB “embodies all…
traditions even as it can be said never to be completely defined by any of them”.

The most influential writing about TB seeks to straddle the line between dissension

and contextualization. Richard Bridgman’s Gertrude Stein In Pieces, more

frequently cited than most Stein critical tomes, adopts something of a centrist

stance. Bridgman makes clear that the ineffable quality of TB is not lost to him; the

book is “all but impossible to transform adequately into normal exposition”(127)

and “unusually resistant to interpretation”(125). Bridgman’s use of the word

“transform” in this context is very relevant. Just as Stein’s language experiments

transform conventional vernacular usage, so “normal exposition” would have to

transform Stein’s language back into something resembling a normal vernacular.

Bridgman’s work also points out the central critical dilemma surrounding TB; it is

“all but impossible” to expound upon, but the “ineffable essence” that makes it so

compelling also becomes a goad to try and expound nonetheless. “Adequately”

also points to the manner in which TB turns literary critics back on themselves;

critics are forced to confront the limitations of their own methodologies, criticize

themselves and their own competence. Stein makes critics feel “inadequate”, and it

seems likely that, were she here to see the bulk of TB criticism, this would have

pleased her.
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panache than Marjorie Perloff. Perloff’s attack on the “locked semantic gates” of

TB is multi-tiered and determinedly contextual. In “Of Objects and Readymades:

Gertrude Stein and Marcel Duchamp”, Perloff posits a space for Stein’s experiment

alongside Dada-ists Duchamp and Jean Arp, while also granting its unique nature

and inscrutable texture. Though this texture seems interpretation-proof, when

Stein, for instance, talks about a carafe (“A kind in glass and a cousin, a spectacle

and nothing strange…”(3)), Perloff claims that “Stein’s verbal dissection(s) give us

the very essence of what we might call carafe-ness.” For Perloff, Stein is not

talking “around” objects, but using language to “dissect” them, in much the same

way that Picasso and Braque dissected objects, using Cubist techniques to put them

back together. Or, in the same manner Arp and Duchamp “dissected” the nature of

works of art by presenting “readymades”.

It would seem that Perloff’s use of the word “dissection” would make a Cubist

analogy more apropos than a Dada one. TB, however, is so much like a Rorschach

blot that almost anything can be made to “fit”, and the more perceptive

contextualiats, like Bridgman, realize this and foreground their assertions with a

central disavowal. Perloff goes on to say, “to use words responsibly, Stein implies,

is to become aware that no two words, no two morphemes or phonemes for that

matter, are ever exactly the same.” It could be stated, without too much hyperbole,

that a discussion of literary “responsibility”, as regards TB, is an extreme stretch.

This leads to the major problem contextualists have in dealing with TB; no two of

them seem able to agree about even the most general framework. Thus, reading

contextual criticism about TB is like looking at snowflakes; no two contextual

critics say the same thing, which makes “grouping” a problem and talking of a

“majority” an impossibility.

Perloff saves her most provocative card for last; she says, “long before Derrida

defined difference as both difference and deferral of meaning, Stein had expressed

this profound recognition.” This is a plausible interpretation, and it would seem

likely that others might come to similar conclusions. However, this is not the case.

Virgil Thomson takes the more centrist tack that “if (Stein’s) simplifications

occasionally approached incomprehensibility, this aim was less urgent…than

opening up reality…for getting an inside view.” Between Thomson and Perloff, we

get opposite ends of the contextualist stance, as presented in criticism. From

Perloff, we get definite, authoritatively presented analogies (Duchamp, Arp,

Derrida) that seek to situate Stein and her work in a specific literary and aesthetic

context. In fact, Perloff’s approach is both more definite and more authoritative

than the vast majority of approaches that have been made to TB. From Thomson,

we get a very anti-authoritative sentiment, which leans towards an abject-seeming

generality; Thomson talks of getting an “inside view” of reality, but he cannot

commit to a single or singular definition of what this reality is. He does not join in

with the dissidents who argue against critical interpretation and/or the ineffable

quality of this text, and in fact somewhat boldly claims to surmise Stein’s “aim”;

yet, though the “why” is accounted for in his interpretation, the “what” is lightly

brushed aside in a platitude. Considering that Thomson is writing, like Paul

Padgette, in the prestigious New York Review of Books, it is remarkable that a

platitudinous statement in this context seems par for the course. Few knew what to

do with Stein and her work during her lifetime; it appears that little has changed.
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Gertie Stein’s Tender Buttons:
you either get it or you don’t.

by Adam Fieled:

 

The world of literary critical discourse is governed by one central imperative: to
expound. Every point must be developed, every quote “parsed”, every nuance and
inflection (whether of tone, dialect, or syntax) “unpacked” to find a maximum
density of critical material. This is an industry that thrives on complexity, with the
assumed premise that (usually) great works of literary art (though “greatness” or
“privilege” are now much debated, and do not hold the currency they once did)
are “complex organisms”, in need of a specialist’s expert appraisal. Whether it is
a Deconstructionist or a Formalist reading, we can generally expect complex
reactions and complex schematizations, and essential simplicity and simplistic
reactions to be avoided like the plague.

How strange, then, to hear Paul Padgette make the following remark about
Gertrude Stein’s Tender Buttons (TB) in the New York Review of Books: “You
either get it or you don’t.” The breathtakingly blunt simplicity of this statement
cuts right to the central critical crux that runs through the bulk of what has been
written about TB; can it be criticized (as in, expounded upon) or can it not?
Those that do engage in criticism of TB almost always do so within some
contextual framework: Stein-as-Cubist, Stein-as-feminist, Stein-as-language
manipulator. Others, like Padgette, are reduced by the extreme opacity of Stein’s
text to a bare assertion that the text is too hermetic to be “parsed” in the normal
way. It is interesting to note that the “dissidents” (as opposed to the
“contextualists”) are often great fans of TB (as Padgette is), but evidently believe
that the work either holds some “ineffable essence” or else must be read, first-
hand, to be appreciated. That Stein’s fans (literary critics, no less), would lobby
against critical discourse is a tribute both to the power and the singularity of her
work.
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The contextualists have a problem, too. Because TB is determinedly non-
referential, any attempt at contextualization must also be rooted in an
acknowledgment that the work is beyond a single contextual interpretation. As
Christopher Knight noted in a 1991 article, “One can locate it in the long history
of nonsense literature…in the French Cubist movement…in the Anglo-American
tradition of literary modernism…and in that relatively new artistic order— the
post-modern.” What is so baffling to literary critics is that, more often than not,
one cannot “turn to the text” in order to verify these kinds of assertions. TB’s
sense (or non-sense) is determined largely by who happens to be reading it; it is
extreme enough to stymie but not as extreme as, say, Finnegan’s Wake, which by
general consensus need only be touched by Joyce specialists. Simply put, there is
enough sense in TB to make an attempt at locating it, but not enough so that any
stated “location” could be feasible to large numbers of critics or readers. Thus,
to this day, the pattern holds; dissidents argue against interpretation (and for
first-hand experience), contextualists argue (with foreknowledge of “defeat”, in
the sense that no contextual argument about TB in almost a century has seemed to
“stick”) for a specialized interpretation. As Christopher Knight concludes, TB
“embodies all…traditions even as it can be said never to be completely defined by
any of them”.

The most influential writing about TB seeks to straddle the line between
dissension and contextualization. Richard Bridgman’s Gertrude Stein In Pieces,
more frequently cited than most Stein critical tomes, adopts something of a
centrist stance. Bridgman makes clear that the ineffable quality of TB is not lost
to him; the book is “all but impossible to transform adequately into normal
exposition”(127) and “unusually resistant to interpretation”(125). Bridgman’s
use of the word “transform” in this context is very relevant. Just as Stein’s
language experiments transform conventional vernacular usage, so “normal
exposition” would have to transform Stein’s language back into something
resembling a normal vernacular. Bridgman’s work also points out the central
critical dilemma surrounding TB; it is “all but impossible” to expound upon, but
the “ineffable essence” that makes it so compelling also becomes a goad to try
and expound nonetheless. “Adequately” also points to the manner in which TB
turns literary critics back on themselves; critics are forced to confront the
limitations of their own methodologies, criticize themselves and their own
competence. Stein makes critics feel “inadequate”, and it seems likely that, were
she here to see the bulk of TB criticism, this would have pleased her.
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Of those brave enough to “jump into the ring” with Stein, none does so with more
panache than Marjorie Perloff. Perloff’s attack on the “locked semantic gates” of
TB is multi-tiered and determinedly contextual. In “Of Objects and Readymades:
Gertrude Stein and Marcel Duchamp”, Perloff posits a space for Stein’s
experiment alongside Dada-ists Duchamp and Jean Arp, while also granting its
unique nature and inscrutable texture. Though this texture seems interpretation-
proof, when Stein, for instance, talks about a carafe (“A kind in glass and a
cousin, a spectacle and nothing strange…”(3)), Perloff claims that “Stein’s
verbal dissection(s) give us the very essence of what we might call carafe-ness.”
For Perloff, Stein is not talking “around” objects, but using language to
“dissect” them, in much the same way that Picasso and Braque dissected objects,
using Cubist techniques to put them back together. Or, in the same manner Arp
and Duchamp “dissected” the nature of works of art by presenting
“readymades”.
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It would seem that Perloff’s use of the word “dissection” would make a Cubist
analogy more apropos than a Dada one. TB, however, is so much like a
Rorschach blot that almost anything can be made to “fit”, and the more
perceptive contextualiats, like Bridgman, realize this and foreground their
assertions with a central disavowal. Perloff goes on to say, “to use words
responsibly, Stein implies, is to become aware that no two words, no two
morphemes or phonemes for that matter, are ever exactly the same.” It could be
stated, without too much hyperbole, that a discussion of literary “responsibility”,
as regards TB, is an extreme stretch. This leads to the major problem
contextualists have in dealing with TB; no two of them seem able to agree about
even the most general framework. Thus, reading contextual criticism about TB is
like looking at snowflakes; no two contextual critics say the same thing, which
makes “grouping” a problem and talking of a “majority” an impossibility.

Perloff saves her most provocative card for last; she says, “long before Derrida
defined difference as both difference and deferral of meaning, Stein had expressed
this profound recognition.” This is a plausible interpretation, and it would seem
likely that others might come to similar conclusions. However, this is not the case.
Virgil Thomson takes the more centrist tack that “if (Stein’s) simplifications
occasionally approached incomprehensibility, this aim was less urgent…than
opening up reality…for getting an inside view.” Between Thomson and Perloff,
we get opposite ends of the contextualist stance, as presented in criticism. From
Perloff, we get definite, authoritatively presented analogies (Duchamp, Arp,
Derrida) that seek to situate Stein and her work in a specific literary and
aesthetic context. In fact, Perloff’s approach is both more definite and more
authoritative than the vast majority of approaches that have been made to TB.
From Thomson, we get a very anti-authoritative sentiment, which leans towards
an abject-seeming generality; Thomson talks of getting an “inside view” of
reality, but he cannot commit to a single or singular definition of what this reality
is. He does not join in with the dissidents who argue against critical
interpretation and/or the ineffable quality of this text, and in fact somewhat boldly
claims to surmise Stein’s “aim”; yet, though the “why” is accounted for in his
interpretation, the “what” is lightly brushed aside in a platitude. Considering that
Thomson is writing, like Paul Padgette, in the prestigious New York Review of
Books, it is remarkable that a platitudinous statement in this context seems par
for the course. Few knew what to do with Stein and her work during her lifetime;
it appears that little has changed.
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